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An estimate is made of the effect of nonconsewation of parity of the 3d-orbit meson states for mesic
atoms with odd nuclei in the Z = 56-60 and Z- 83 ranges in which the hyperfine structure terms of the
3p 3/2-3d
and 3p I/,-3d
orbits respectively intersect. The angular distribution coefficient a in
W(0) = I+acos0 for quanta emitted by polarized mesic atoms in the 3d--4 1s transition is determined.
The effect of a weak neutral interaction between a muon and a nucleus and the Coulomb polarization
mechanism for transferring the nonconservation of parity of nuclear states to mesic atom states in the
chain of nonradiative transitions of a meson are considered. In the nuclear ranges indicated above the
effect of the weak interaction for 3d- and 3p-orbits is smaller by two-three orders of magnitude than
the effect of the polarization mechanism. Under optimal conditions for the intersection of 3d
and 3p 3/2
terms of a mesic atom which, as is shown, can be realized in the range Z = 56-60 this mechanism leads
to a value of the coefficient a which is approximately equal to the amplitude for the nonconsewation of
parity for nuclear states P(I, E,) lying at E , z ho(3d+ Is) and EVzhw(3d+2p). If dynamic
amplification of the nonconsewation of parity of nuclear states occurs at E"z5-6 MeV, i.e.,
P(I,E,)- lo-', then for the quanta arising from a 3d-+ Is transition of a meson under real conditions for
the transfer of polarization of the meson spin in the cascade of transitions populating the 3d '/,-orbit the
anisotropy coefficient a can attain a value of -lo-!

'/,

'/,

'/,

PACS numbers: 36.10.Dr

INTRODUCTION
1. The weak neutral interaction between a muon and
a nucleus leads to a mixing of mesic atom states of opposite parities. F o r the 2s$ and 2p$ meson orbits this
effect has been investigated in a number of papers.
with the calculation in Ref. 2 being carried out for the
range 3 c Z c 8 2 . In the case of light (Z < 10) mesic
atoms the observation of the effect of the weak interaction can be significantly impeded by a number of accompanying processes: configuration mixing in the electron shell of the mesic atom, the Stark effect of the electric field of the medium, etc. (cf., Ref. 8), while for
heavy mesic atoms the role played by these processes is
insignificant. Since the amplitude of the admixture of
the state of opposite parity is determined by the ratio of

"-"'
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the matrix element of the interaction to the difference
between the energies of the states being mixed, i t is
natural to seek in the spectrum of a mesic atom states
of opposite parity close in energy. However, i t i s nece s s a r y that the meson should penetrate the volume of
the nucleus sufficiently effectively i f our aim is to determine the magnitude of the weak interaction between a
muon and a nucleus. A preliminary calculation of the
t e r m s of a mesic atom in the Coulomb field of a uniformly charged sphere (R,= 1 . 2 4 x 10-l3 A " ~ cm) has
picked out three ranges of Z in which the 3djl and 3pj3
t e r m s of a mesic atom intersect:
Range of Z:
Mesic atom terms:
Nuclear spin:

0038-564617714601-0015$02.40

55<Z<60

65GZG70

3d'/~-3p'/~ 3dJ/2-3p'/2
IS'/?
I>'/2

82<Z<85

3d5/2-3p'/t
ISi

O 1978 American Institute of Physics

As long a s the angular momenta of the 3djl and 3pj3
states a r e different ( j l # j3), the effects of nonconservation of parity can be observed only in mesic atoms whose
nuclei possess an angular momentum Z different from
zero, i. e., practically for odd nuclei. In this case in
the hyperfine structure spectra of the 3djl and 3pj3 terms
there exist I 3djlZi;") and 13pj,Zi;") states close in energy
and with the same total angular momenta F = j + I which
a r e mixed when an interaction which does not conserve
parity is "switched-on. "
2. The magnitudes of the energies & (3djlZF) and
c(3pj3ZF) of the intersectin-g terms a r e determined by
the hyperfine interaction H(hfs) of a mseon with the magnetic dipole ( ~ ( 1 )and
) the electric quadrupole (Q(Z))moments of the nucleus, and also by the effect of the polarization of the nucleus due to the Coulomb interaction
between the nucleus and the meson. The correction to
the energy of the mesic atom due to the nuclear polarization depends on the total angular momentum F of the
system, particularly in the case when a resonance occurs between the EL-transition of the meson and the
=-transition of the nucleus. A reliable estimate of this
correction is impossible to obtain, since it is necessary
to have quite detailed information on the nuclear states
over a broad range of excitation energy. In subsequent
discussion in order to estimate the effects of nonconservation of parity we have utilized the results of the calculations of the energy & (nlj) of the levels of meson
orbits with a realistic charge distribution published in
the tables of Ref. 9. It should be noted that the correcrections given in Ref. 9 due to polarization of the nucleus are practically independent of the angular momentum j for 3djl- and 3pj3-meson orbits and do not depend
on the magnitude of the total angular momentum of the
system F, i. e., these corrections have been obtained
within the framework of a highly simplified nuclear
model.
Since the spin-orbit splitting of the 3d4 and 3d: orbits
and of the 3p; and 3psorbits is significantly greater
than the magnitude of the hyperfine splitting of the 3djl
and 3pj3 terms, then the interaction of the meson with
the p(Z) and Q(I) moments of the nucleus is t$en into
account by us in an approximation linear in H(hfs):
E

(11ljlF)=e ( n l j )+(nljIF I H (hfs)I i z l j l F ) ;

(1)

here for c(nlj) we have adopted values shown in the
tables of Ref. 9.
3. Mesons captured by an atom into the initial orbit
with n = 10-15 a r e polarized. In the subsequent cascade
of Auger-processes and radiative transitions of the
meson leading to the population of the 3djl-orbit this
polarization is passed on sufficiently effectively, a s can
be inferred from the value of the polarization of mesons
(- 20%) in the Is$-orbit in the case of heavy (Z2 48)
mesic atoms (cf., Ref. 10). Under these conditions it
is natural to observe the effect of nonconservation of
parity in the angular distribution of quanta emitted in
the transition of p-mesons from the 3djl-orbit to the
1s;-orbit. Below we investigate this variant of the
mixing of the initial state of a mesic atom with a meson
in the 3djl-orbit and the state with a meson in the 3pjS16
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orbit, the observed quantity being the angular distribution of the quanta emitted in the transition of the mesic
atom to one of the states I 1 ~ 4 1 ~ )In. contrast to the
variant studied in Refs. 1-7 involving the mixing of the
2 4 and 2pa states of a mesic atom, in the variant being
considered by us of the mixing of the intersecting
I 3djlZF) and I 3pj3ZF) states the differences between the
energies of the levels of the mesic atom a r e comparable
with the radiative halfwidths y(3pj3) and y(3djl), and this
is taken into account in the formula for the angular distribution of the quanta. With this aim in mind we have
investigated the development in time of the wave function of the system "mesic atom + radiation field, " the
wave function for the system being determined at the
instant t = 0 by the amplitudes C(3djl; F'f '):
Y I<-o

=z

~ ( 3 d j ,F'f')
; 13dj, IF'f') l o ) ,

(2)

Y'l'

where 10) is the function for the photon vacuum.
The amplitudes C(3djl; F'f ') fix the values of the spintensor describing the population of the states I 3dj1ZF'ff)

and of the spin-tensor describing the polarization of the
mesic atoms
plo(j,FrF')=
(F'lf'OIF'1F'f')C'(3djl;F ' f r ) C ( 3 d j l F ' f ' ) ,
(4)
I'

where (ABab l ABCy) is the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient
in the notation of Condon and Shortley. ["I It is assumed
that all the other orientation spin-tensors of higher
ranks ( x 3 2 ) p x o ( j t ~ ' ~a'r)e equal to zero in the initial
state of the mesic atom. For the quantization axis (the
z axis) of the angular momentum we have chosen the
direction of the polarization of the spin of the meson
incident on the atom which corresponds to the direction
of the meson momentum.
In the range of nuclei Z > 50 the magnitude of the hyperfine splitting of the 3djl term of the mesic atom, a s
a rule, is significantly greater than the radiative halfwidth y(3djl). In this case the polarization spin-tensor
o l o ( j l ~ ' F ' )for the mesic atom in the 3djl-orbit is diagonal with respect to the quantity F', i. e.,
Below we exhibit the formulas for the effects for this
simplified case, i. e., we assume that the condition (5)
is satisfied; naturally, situations can exist for which (5)
is not satisfied.
4. In the ranges of Zunder consideration manifestation of two different processes of nonconservation of
parity of the states of the mesic atoms is possible:
A. The effect of a contact weak neutral interaction
between a muon and a nucleus. Below we carry out an
estimate for_two assumed forms for the weak interaction I?, and H, given in the notation of Ref. 2:

where G = (1.4320 i 0.0011) x

e r g cmS. A natural

D. P. Grechukhin and A. A. Soldatov
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measure of such an interaction is the quantity G R ~ "
5 . 2 lo-'
~ A-' eV.

B. The polarization mechanism for the nonconservation of parity for states of mesic atoms. As is well
known, parity i s not conserved in nuclear states, and
therefore the nuclear state of energy E, and spin I,,
(component Mu) is described by a superposition of states
of parities n, and - nu:

the amplitude for the admixture I P(I,E,) I being usually
of the order of 10-7-10'6, but in the range of nuclear excitation energy 5-7 MeV dynamic amplification of the
effect of nonconservation of parity of nuclear states i s
possible by a factor of the order of 10'-lo2 (cf., Ref.
12, 13), so that the amplitude I p(I,E,)I can attain values
of lo-'-

-

We consider in such a situation the electric interaction between a meson and a nucleus. Suppose that we
have populated the I qllj1ZF'f) state of a mesic atom
with a meson in the nlll jl-orbit. In a subsequent nonradiative EL-transition of the meson to the n,l, j,-orbit
excitation of the nucleus occurs to the level 1 E,,Z,,) .
Since parity i s not conserved in nuclear states, the inverse nonradiative EL-transition of a nucleus to the
ground state = L + 1) i s possible with the meson making a transition to the q13j3-orbit, where l3= li + 1. The
matrix element for the EL-transition i s proportional to
the amplitude P(Z,,E,,). As a result of this process superposition of mesic atom states I nill ji ZF'f') and
I q l , j3ZF'f1) occurs where l3= ll + 1. Schematically the
process i s represented by the diagram in Fig. 1. The
superposition of the states of the mesic atom with the
meson in the nill jl- and &j3-orbits that a r i s e s manifests itself in the usual manner in radiative transitions
to lower lying states ln414j4ZFf). If the mesic atom was
polarized in the initial state, then the emitted quanta
will have an angular distribution of the form

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the polarization mechanism
for the nonconservation of parity of mesic atom states. The
vertex proportional to the amplitude P U&,) is denoted by a
cross in a circle. Conservation of the total angular momentum F' of the system is arbitrarily noted in meson states.

(z

where 0 i s the angle between the propagation vector of
the quantum k and the polarization vector of the total
angular momentum F' of the mesic atom in the initial
state.

5. For a more compact presentation of the formulas
we utilize below the abbreviated notation f o r the nlj
meson orbits:

14. In order to provide an idea of the order of magnitude of quantities we limit ourselves here to a real, but
a simpler, variant, viz. : we assume below that the
polarization Coulomb interaction between the meson and
the nucleus can be included a s a correction to the mesic
atom energy t e r m s and that moreover, conditions (5) a r e
satisfied, i. e. , the hyperfine splitting f o r the 3djl-orbit
is significantly greater than the radiative halfwidth
y(3djl). Within the framework of the restrictions indicated above and in the linear approximation with respect to the weak interaction between a meson and a
nucleus (correspondingly, in the linear approximation
in terms of the amplitude j3(Z,,~,)),we have in the case of
intersecting t e r m s 3djiZF' and 3pj3IFf of a mesic atom,
f o r the probability-of the emission of a quantum @w;
&lo) into the solid angle mZ a t an angle f3 to the quantization axis (the z axis) corresponding to the transition of
a mesic atom into the group of states I n414j4ZFf) with a
meson in the 1&-orbit

n,l,j,-j,-3dj,,
f,='/% or '/?;
n,lj,--j,=3pj,, I,='/, or 3/1:
n J , j , = j , = i ~ ' / ~ , jL='/!.

In the case of the polarization mechanism the formula
contains intermediate meson orbits I&, 2&, 2&, 2p2,
for which we utilize the notation n,lz j z lj,.

where wo(Piw)gives the spectral distribut~onof the emitted quanta:

$1. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF QUANTA
EMITTED BY A POLARIZED MESlC ATOM
1. In the general case which, in particular, includes
resonance between a meson EL-transition and a nuclear
EL-transition, i. e., which takes into account the possibility of formation of a mixed nuclear-meson atom state,
the formula for the angular distribution of quanta is
fairly awkward. This case was discussed by us in Ref.
17
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u(abcd; ef) is the normalized Racah function, tables f o r
which a r e given in Ref. 15; W(EL; j- j4) i s the rate of
the radiative EL-transition of a mesic atom nlj- n414j,;
A (jF1jlFo)=E(nLjIFr) - E (n,l,jllF)-ho-ir ( n l j ) ,
D. P. Grechukhin and A. A. Soldatov
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where ~ ( n l j contains
)
corrections for the polarization of
the nucleus; in a specific calculation ~ ( n l j a) r e taken
from Ref. 9. The effect of nonconservation of parity
manifests itself in the second term of formula (9);
w,(Rw)=-

PK(ilFJF')

3

2. Here we do not consider the resonance situation
with the formation of a mixed mesic atom-nuclear state.
In the absence of such resonance the energy of the quanta Rw i s determined by the denominator I A( j,F'j4Fw) 1
in a band of width y(3dj,) near the difference between
terms of the mesic atom

E l ; j3+j,

q

nucleus. Since the decay time f o r a meson in the I.&
orbit is significantly greater than the times for the
radiative transitions of a meson (r(l&)- lo-' s e c for
2% 501, we have assumed for the I& orbit y(n4pdj4) = 0.

(-1

E 2 ; i -+I.

-

Here we have introduced the quantities

the sign of q is determined by the radial matrix elements of the EL- and E2-multiples of the mesic atom.
In the variants discussed below of the "intersection" of
the 3dz-3p2 and the 3dg-3p$ meson orbits the quantity
9 is negative.
By (3pj3ZF' I H' I 3dji IF') we have denoted the matrix
element of the effective operator for the weak interaction between the meson and the nucleus. In the case of
a contact weak in!eraction the operator H' i s generated
by the densities Hi o r H', (cf., formuls (6) and (6')),
while in the polarization mechanism we have for the
matrix element of the operator in accordance with the
scheme for the process (cf., Fig. 1)
A

(3pi,IF'I R f 1 3 d j , I F 1 ) = - I

zzz &!;El)
LL

E.I.

(nrl9.i

X < ~ P ~ , I FH.
' I( E L ) ~ n , l ~ j , h ~ ~ ) < n , l( E
j ,El) ~13djiIP'>.
~ k

(14)

The calculation of the matrix elements of the Coulomb EL-interaction between a meson and a nucleus i s
possible only if a concrete nuclear model i s used. But
an estimate of the value of the elements (apparently
with an e r r o r of 2%) can be given on the basis of experimental dais if we utilize an approximate formula for
the operator H,(EL):

The maximum effect of nonconservation of parity manifests itself in the case when the difference between the
"intersecting" t e r m s 1 3dj,ZF') and 1 3pj3ZF') i s equal to
the halfwidth y(3pj3), a s can be seen from formula (12).
Since for real mesic atoms it is practially impossible
to calculate the position of the terms with an accuracy
of the order of y(3$j3) due to the indefiniteness of the
estimate of the effect of the Coulomb polarization of the
nucleus, therefore below we estimate the possible magnitude of the effect under the condition that the following
equality is satisfied

The "intersection" of the terms f o r the 3dz- and 3
3 ~ 2 - o r b i t sof a meson in the nuclear range Z = 56-60
is demonstrated in Tables I and 11, where values a r e
given of the characteristics of nuclei and of mesic atom
states needed for subsequent numerical estimates. As
was noted already, the values of c(3dS) and ~ ( 3 ~were
2)
taken from the tables of Ref. 9. For comparison it i s
natural to take a s the reference level the magnitude of
~ ( 3 d S and
) to introduce the deviations

I

a(3d5,'JF') = ( 3 d 5 / , I F ' ( B ( h f s ) 3 d / , I F f ) ,

0 ( 3 ~ ~ / ~ 1= EF '( )3 p 3 I 2 )-8 ( 3 d 5 / ? )+(3p112 I F 1 ( A ( h f s ) 1 3p3/21F'),

and also the difference between terms with angular momentum F'
A , (F') =b ( 3 p 3 / , I F ' ) - a ( 3 d 5 / , I F ' ) .

where r,is the meson coordinate, $(r) i s the operator
)
for the density of the protons of the nucleus, ( ~ ( r ) is
the average distribution of the protons over the volume
of the nucleus. In formula (15) the region r,< r i s neglected, so that the-greatest e r r o r occurs in the estimation of the matrix elements for the I& meson orbit.
The energy denominator of the polarization element
A2,(F'Fw) has the form

TABLE I. Characteristics of mesic atoms and nuclei in the
region Z = 56-60.

I

-.

where y(nlj) a r e the radiative halfwidths of the nljmeson orbits; yv is the halfwidth of the Ev-level of the
18
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(21)

The hyperfine interaction f?(hfs) of the meson with the
magnetic dipole p(I) and the electric quadrupole Q(Z)
moments of the nucleus in the ground state was taken
into account by us in the linear approximation. F o r the
calculation we used the relativistic meson wave func-

Characteristic

where E is the energy of the ground state of the nucleus.
The energy of the intermediate meson state E(%12j2ZvF')
does not include corrections for the Coulomb polarization of the nucleus. The quantity y2,, i s given by

(20)

(ground state)
f i ( I ) ,P B
QU),b
e(3ps/2)- e ( 3 d 5 / d , kcV*
1(3d5/z)'*
7 (3pJ/2)
1(2pJ/z)
7(2p1/2)
1 (2s1/2)
E l : 3p=/% Is'/%
2 ;/
I

(

--

)

1
:
"
=/s+

I

Nucleus
~a::
'/2+

0,8365
0.18*0.02
-0.72
43.5
63.5
240
223
3.35

2,778
0.22*0.03
-0.42
46
66
2.55
230
3.70

-6.7

-6.5

I

:
:
B

=/*+

I

NP
'12-

4.3
-0.07
+0.3
52
73
280
255
475

-0.654
-0.25
+1,0
55.5
76.5
290
265
5.45

-6.15

-5.95

.

*According to the data from the tables of Ref. 9.
**The values of 7 are given in electron volts.
D. P. Grechukhin and A. A. Soldatov
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TABLE 11. Hyperfine splitting of the &I2- and 3pSf2-orbits
of a mesic atom in the region of nuclei Z = 56-60..

Nucleus Bag6

The functions (p,(5) were calculated using relativistic
radial functions for meson orbits in the Coulomb field
of a uniformly charged sphere of radius R, = 1.24
x 10"~
A", cm.

Nucleus La::'

Nucleus

As calculations have shown, the coefficient? {~,Z,[A(L)]
x j113 (and analogous ones for the operator Hz) a r e all
comparable to unity, and, therefore, a real measure of
the weak neutral interaction between a meson and a nucleus is the quantity

In the region of nuclei Z = 56L60, where the meson
t e r m s 3p$ and 3dg "intersect" the functions p,([)
within the nuclear volume ( 5 -s 1) a r e well approximated
by the relation

~rit

For the group of nuclei under consideration the values
of q,(l) for the intersecting 3p; and 3ds meson orbits
a r e given below:

Nucleus Nd:?

Nucleus:
U
+
1 I

:
:

~a;?

-4.06
-0.83

~ a ?

-4.71
-0.99

pr;iL

-5.86
- 1 .

xd::
-6.74
-1.43

while for the 3p$ and 3dg orbits of the pb;i8 nucleus
they a r e a s follows:

tions for the Coulomb field of a uniformly charged
sphere of radius R, = 1.24X ~ o " ~ A cm.
"~
In Table I1 a r e given these values of a(3dz~F'),
b(3pg1F'), Ao(F'), and also the values of the products
of the Racah coefficients appearing in formula (10):
I u, I 7 = [u(F112j4;jiF)', and in formula (12):

52. THE EFFECT OF A WEAK NEUTRAL
INTERACTION BETWEEN A MUON AND A NUCLEUS
We estimate for the case of mixing of 3dj1- and 3pj3states of a meson the effect of a weak interaction between the peson ?nd the nucleus represented by the
densities H1 and Hz (cf., formulas (6) and (6')). For the
sake of simplicity we shall specify the meson functions
$,,j, by two subscripts: the angular momentum j and the
component of the angular momentum F . Utilizing in explicit form the relativistic meson functions $,

Estimating for the mesic atom states 13dgZF') the initial value of the polarization spin-tensor pl, to have the
value of the order of 0. 2po0and taking into account the
amplification factor 7 in formula (12) we obtain for the
expected value of the coefficient a! in the expression
f o r the angular distribution of quanta W(9) = 1+ CY cos9
in the optimal variant of the "intersection" of the 3dji
and 3pj3 terms

Thus, in the regions Z = 56-60 and Z=82-85 the effect
of neutral currents f o r the case of mixing of the 3pj3
and 3dj1 states leads to values of the coefficient a! ~ I O " .
Under these conditions there i s no sense in carrying
out a more detailed estimate of a! utilizing some specific nuclear models. As will be seen below, the polarization mechanism f o r the nonconservation of parity
leads to significantly greater values of the coefficient 1 1 .
--

where n = r / r , OZj,is a spherical spinor (cf., Ref. 161,
we obtain an expapion for the meson currents; thus,
for the operator Hi we have

x C ( i , l , [ ~ (l i~l ~) , ) ( i 5 L ~ 3 m l i z Y
L Ii m
i ~(ir)) .

(23)

I

In the case of the operatore fi2 the expansion formula
is more awkward and contains both combinations of the
radial meson functions (5 = r/Ro):
(l/Ro)bcp,(E
= )[ g , ( r ) f , , ( r )*gj,(r)fj,(r)I.
19
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53. THE POLARIZATION MECHANISM FOR THE
NONCONSERVATION OF PARITY OF STATES OF
MESlC ATOMS
1. For the evaluation of the polarization mechanism
we use the approximate formula (15) f o r the Coulomb
interaction between a meson and a nucleus, and this
enables us to y r e s s the matrix element of the effective operator H' (formula (14)) in terms of observable
quantities:

(24)
D. P. Brechukhin and A. A. Soldatov
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TABLE 111. Coulomb radial elements of EL-multipoles of a
mesic atom for the region Z = 56-60.
z

I

Here we have separated out the mesic atom factor being
calculated

The radial mesic-atom elements of EL -multiples r e quired for the calculation

a r e given in Table III. Here in (28)-(30) we use mesicatom units: % =ii2/ezm,, e2/ao=5.63 keV; x is the
meson coordinate; x = r,,/a,.
The nuclear matrix elements of EL-multipoles exhibited there which a r e defined by the equation

=(ILMml I L I A ) (IIIELIZ.),

(31)

can be expressed either in terms of the reduced probabilities B(EL; 1-1,) measured in the Coulomb excitation of a nucleus (cf., Ref. 17):

o r in terms of the partial radiative halfwidths y(EL;
I,-Z) for transitions to the ground state of the nucleus:

2. Further we s t a r t from the natural assumption'
that the sign of the amplitude j3(I,Ev) and the sign of the
product of the reduced matrix elements of EL- and EL multipolest represented in (28) by the factor
exp[i~n,(LL)](n,is an integer), vary randomly from
level to level, although, of course, a situation can not
be excluded when several close nuclear levels give an
in-phase contribution to (28). Within the framework of
the assumption made above the magnitude of the element (28) is determined in p r ~ c t i c eby one nuclear
level, for which in the case of a fixed frequency of the
quantum tiw the denominator A,(F'Fw) is minimal.
Two regions of nuclear excitation energy make a contribution to the effective matrix element (28):

For the nuclei Z = 56-60 with E, = 1-1.5 MeV the E2
transitions a r e weakly collectivized, while the E l transitions a r e generally delayed by a factor of the o r der of 10'~. Therefore, in making the estimate we take
for the values of the nuclear elements

and for the denominator we take the value A,,(F'Fw)
= 50 keV. As a result, utilizing the data of Table 111,

in the optimum variant of the intersection of the 3d$
and 3p$ terms, i. e . , for A( j3F'j4Fw) = 0.1 keV we obtain the factor determining the magnitude of the coefficient of the angular distribution of the quanta in the
transition of the mesic atom 3d$ 1&:

-

For estimating the contribution of the region E,=Ew
X(3d- 1s) for the nuclei Z = 56-60 we utilize the data
obtained from investigating the reaction of radiative
capture of thermal neutrons. t18'703 We estimate the
values of the reduced nuclear E l - and E2-elements
using the radiative widths of the resonances (I?, = 0.150.05 eV) and the observed intensity I,(El) of the hard
lines f o r the transitions to the ground state of the nucleus o r to states close to the ground state. In accordance with the data of Ref. 18-20 for nuclei Z = 55-60,
the values of I,(El) vary within the limits from 1 to 50%.
For making the estimate we take Z,(El) =la,
the halfwidths y(E1; 1,-1) = 10'~eV and y(E2; 1,-1) = 10'~eV,
while for A,, we take half the distance D(Z,) between the
levels I,E, a t an energy E, = 5.2 - 5.7 MeV. The magnitude of D(I,) f o r the corresponding nuclear spins I, is
estimated from the distance between neutron s-resonances according to the well-known formula for the density of nuclear levels (cf., f o r example Ref. 21, 22).
Thus, taking A,,=O. 3 keV in the optimum variant of the
"intersection" of the 3d: and 3p2 meson terms (A,(F')
= 0.1 keV), we obtain

1) The region E,, corresponding to the energies of
meson transitions 3d- 2p and 3d- 2s, iee. , for
Z = 56 -60 the region E, = 1-1.5 MeV.
2) The region E,, corresponding to the meson transition 3d- Is, i. e . , for Z = 56-60 the region E,= 5.2-5.7
MeV.
As an example, f o r the region E,, = 1-1.5 MeV we
consider the chain of meson transitions
20
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As has been noted above, f o r the region of the spectrum
of the nucleus E,= 5-6 MeV a dynamic amplification is
possible of the effect of nonconservation of parity in
nuclear states by a factor of 10'-10~, and, therefore,
the contribution of this region must be greater by an
order of magnitude than the contribution of the region

-

D. P.
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of E,, = 1-1.5 MeV. Naturally, for specific nuclei the
values of (35) and (36) can be obtained more precisely,
and, in particular, the special case of mesic atomnuclear resonance which was not considered here i s of
interest.
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Vibrational autoionization of a molecule and recombination
of asymmetrical molecular ions
M. I. Chibisov and S. I. Yakovlenko
I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy
(Submitted April 30, 1976; resubmitted March 10, 1977)
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fi. 73, 43-53 (July 1977)
The properties of highly excited electronic states of asymmetrical diatomic molecules are investigated. The
rate of vibrational autoionization, a process in which the highly excited electron is ionized by transfer of
vibrational energy from the ions, is determined. The inverse process, the attachment of an electron to a
molecular ion followed by excitation of vibrations of the latter, is considered. Actual calculations are
performed for the ion HeH+. An expression is obtained for the recombination flux due to the vibrational
attachment and the attachment due to triple collision of the ion with two electrons (triple recombination).
It is shown that the investigated processes should play a substantial role in the kinetics of low-temperature
plasma.
PACS numbers: 33.80.Eh, 31.50.+w, 52.20.F~

INTRODUCTION

We investigate here the properties of highly excited
(n> 5) bound electronic states of asymmetrical diatomic
molecules. The dimensions of the orbit of the excited
electron a r e much larger than the distance between the
nuclei, s o that molecule can be regarded a s a combination of two weakly-interacting systems: the molecularion core and the excited electron. As a result of the
weak but finite interaction, these systems can exchange
21
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energy. In particular, the energy of the vibrationalrotational motion of the ion can be transferred to the
excited electron. If the magnitude of the vibrationalrotational quantum is larger than the binding energy of
the excited electron, then such an exchange will cause ' ,
detachment of the electron. This effect can be naturally
called vibrational autoionization. We have found no mention of this effect in the literature, C141 although an analysis shows that it should play a substantial role in the
kinetics of a low-temperature plasma.
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